In mid of 2016 a moulding plant having a production rate of 180 moulds/h will be delivered to a company in the South of the
U.S.A. Energy eﬃciency, uniform mould hardness and dimensional accuracy of the products were the decisive factors for
placing the order with KÜNKEL WAGNER. Thinking ahead enhances the competitiveness.
From old to new. New with higher production rate, reduced energy requirements and the adaptive technology TWINPRESS 4.0
which automatically adjusts the machine parameters to varying sand parameters. The ﬁrst castings are currently analysed
and show promising results. Visit our website for regular updates on the progress of this foundry project in Germany.
Pouring from the ladle completely redeﬁned. The ﬁrst MX20 is on the KÜNKEL WAGNER test track. Innovation all along the
line. Optimised molten metal level control, enhanced design under TCO aspects and a considerably improved weight control.
The next level in pouring machine technology.
Start-up phase of a 200 moulds/h project. A European automotive foundry trusts in KÜNKEL WAGNER: A complex job is about
to be ﬁnished. The competitors were beaten by KÜNKEL WAGNER’s overall competence and expertise regarding the
interrelation of the sand preparation and the moulding process. Thinking ahead means a clear added value.
TWINPRESS 4.0 has won another enthusiatic supporter in Europe against classical processes, this time a steel foundry.
Delivery date in mid of June 2016. Our customer considered TWINRPESS 4.0 to be the only process fulﬁlling their
requirements with regard to dimensional accuracy and uniformity of the moulds. Thinking ahead opens the door to new
possibilities.
Your experienced partner for managing diﬃcult tasks. KÜNKEL WAGNER provides answers to challenging tasks. In mid of
2016 a return sand cooler will be supplied to a German foundry which, in contrary to classical sand coolers, oﬀers a smart
solution to compensate discontinuous sand charging Thinking ahead creates innovative strength.
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